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,e development of management accounting promotes the integration of business and finance, and with the continuous de-
velopment of information technology and the advent of the era of big data, the development of corporate financial informatization
provides tools for the integration of business and finance. ,is paper improves the big data technology, improves the traditional
accounting process, combines the big data technology to build a computerized accounting system, and obtains scientific and
effective accounting information processing results through intelligent big data processing. ,e design goal of the enterprise
accounting management system is that the system can efficiently complete the enterprise cost budget accounting work after the
design is completed and ensure the normal and stable progress of the enterprise cost budget accounting work. ,rough the
experimental research results, it can be known that the computerized intelligent accounting system based on big data technology
constructed in this article has certain effects.

1. Introduction

In contemporary society, various system reconstruction
methods are emerging one after another, but they have never
really solved this problem. Since the advent of the REA
model, the construction of an accounting information
system based on REA can provide the company’s stake-
holders and auditors with real-time, accurate, multilevel,
personalized management decision information, audit in-
formation, etc. Moreover, it satisfies the information needs
of more people, thereby transforming the accounting in-
formation system from the traditional focus on financial
status, operating results, and cash flow to real-time control
and feedback of the enterprise management process. Fur-
thermore, it enables the system to develop into an intelligent
accounting information system that can provide informa-
tion based on user choices to support management decisions
and so forth [1].

With the development of network computer technology,
the user-friendly operation interface of the commonly used
Windows system has accelerated the use of accounting

software in the financial management department of en-
terprises and has slowly extended it to other departments.
,is good application situation also makes the academic and
practical circles begin to consider the issue of information
integration between different departments to avoid dupli-
cation of work between departments and improve work
efficiency. For example, the accounting department is linked
with the cost accounting of the production department and
the sales management of the sales department to realize the
integration of departmental subsystems, and the accounting
information system gradually rises from this [2]. However,
the accounting information system at this time belongs to
the accounting system dedicated to the financial department
and cannot provide management decision information,
which is more restrictive at the technical and conceptual
levels. ,e processing of data in the system application only
serves as a postevent record and feedback function, and it is
difficult for it to play the role of pre-prediction and in-event
control [3].

Since then, with the vigorous development of databases,
the flexibility of information systems has improved, and data
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security, analysis, and processing capabilities have made
great progress. Enterprise-level management information
systems represented by ERP have developed rapidly, and their
essence is to break departmental barriers; expand the scope of
the information system; connect the upstream and down-
stream of the supply chain; realize the integration and co-
ordination of the enterprise’s finance, personnel, sales, supply,
production, etc.; and effectively control the entire process of
enterprise operation. In the system of integrated information
management, the accounting supervision function of the
enterprise is only one of the submodules. With the exquisite
network technology, the global IT field has led to a wave of
industrial reforms; the development of e-commerce has also
swept the traditional accounting business model field, causing
companies to rethink the shortcomings of their traditional
system architecture and processes; and a series of new system
reconstruction method is gradually applied to the accounting
information system. ,e system reconstruction method is
gradually applied to the accounting information system. It is
widely known as the accounting information system based on
the REA model to be introduced in this article, which can
realize real-time processing of monitoring information in a
network environment and multilevel output information to
meet different requirements of users.

Based on the above analysis, this article combines big
data technology to construct a computerized accounting
system obtains scientific and effective accounting infor-
mation processing results through intelligent big data
processing, and improves accounting management effi-
ciency on this basis.

2. Related Work

,e implementation path of business-finance integration
relies on the integration of various management accounting
tools. ,e literature [4] believes that management ac-
counting information systems should be based on solid
corporate management data to enable comprehensive
budget management, centralized capital management, cost
control, performance evaluation, and other business mod-
ules to operate and develop efficiently and smoothly, support
the application of management accounting, fully realize the
organic integration of accounting and business, and ulti-
mately achieve the goal of value creation. ,e literature [5]
believes that, in the era of big data, traditional management
accounting is mainly based on small data calculations and
that management accounting tools are separated from each
other and lack business-financial integration ideas. ,ere-
fore, it believes that it is necessary to integrate modern
information technology, management accounting thoughts,
and financial accounting theories to form an integrated
structure of financial services. In summary, the advanced
integrated concept of information system construction has
enabled the implementation of management accounting
tools such as balanced scorecards, comprehensive budget
management, and other management tools. Secondly, the
construction process of the management accounting in-
formation system is the process of reorganizing and opti-
mizing the business and financial processes. ,e literature

[6] believes that the success of process management depends
on whether financial management and business process
redesign are integrated. ,e literature [7] finds that the lack
of support from the management accounting system is the
main reason for the failure of business process management.
In the practice of process management, the management
accounting system can solve the problem of information
efficiency. In the process of the organization’s operation
chain management or supply chain management, for the
improvement of organizational performance, appropriate
information technology methods can be used to supplement
the management accounting system, and the organizational
structure, responsibilities, and permissions can be redivided,
which will produce better output benefits. Literature [8]
believes that management accounting research needs to take
informationization as the basis and management integration
as a prerequisite. At the same time, its needs to involve the
integration of management accounting and business control,
financial accounting reports, human resource management,
and other systems, as well as the integration of various
application models and tools of management accounting
itself. In this way, the theoretical system of management
accounting can be enriched, and the guidance of manage-
ment accounting theory to practice can be enhanced at the
same time. Finally, the construction of information systems
can achieve the effect of business-finance integration on
business control. ,e literature [9] believes that when an
enterprise establishes an information system, business
control should be embedded in the information system at
the same time. ,e effective operation of the information
system control can ensure the effectiveness of the enter-
prise’s internal control.

Literature [10] believes that a management information
system is an information system that connects various in-
ternal organizations. ,e internal operation process of the
system should be that the software supplier extracts the
complete business process from the mature and perfect
enterprise to evolve, and allows other users to reorganize the
relevant process through standardized learning. Literature
[11] believes that, by using information technology correctly
under the key role of industry-finance integration, modern
enterprises can remain invincible in the external social
environment and obtain sustained development and prog-
ress. Literature [12] believes that company performance is
positively related to the use of innovative IT tools. If
companies invest more in new technologies, this can in-
crease the market share and market value of their products.
Literature [13] believes that, in developed countries, in-
vestment in IT technology plays a very decisive role in
production efficiency. Literature [14] believes that if a
company has a comprehensive information system that can
connect all departments within the company, this can reduce
internal communication costs, improve information trans-
mission efficiency, and improve business performance.
Literature [15] points out that for the integration of business
and finance to be realized in the enterprise, it must be
supported by IT. Literature [16] puts forward the problem
that the relevant information in the accounting information
system cannot be shared in real time, and in order to solve
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the problem, the relevant financial process is redesigned. At
the same time, it is pointed out that if the accounting goal is
to be achieved under the new situation, the accounting
business process must be reorganized. Literature [17] points
out a set of innovative accounting information processing
procedures based on the Internet by comparing the financial
process under the value process and the financial process
under the law. Literature [18] designs an accounting in-
formation system that can monitor financial information
and business information in real time, with events and
decisions as driving factors. Literature [19] believes that
converting business information into financial information
is the most important step in process reengineering. ,ere
are many conversion methods, for example, through busi-
ness accounts, financially reviewed documents or those
automatically generated by the accounting information
system, and finally original vouchers provided by the ac-
counting information system. Literature [20] puts forward
the key points that should be paid attention to when the
accounting information system is integrated with business
and finance: one is to pay attention to the content, scope, and
objectives involved in the establishment of business pro-
cesses; the other is to formulate unified and standardized
business processing rules.

3. Data Mining Algorithm of
Computerized Accounting

Neurons can connect to each other and themselves, in
addition to the connection between input neurons and
reservoir neurons and that between output neurons. In
addition, output neurons can also be self-connected and
feedback-connected. We assume that the network has K
inputs and represent the entire K inputs as a vector
u(n) � [u1(n), u2(n), . . . , uk(n)]. If we assume that there
are N neurons in the reserve pool, the corresponding state
of the reserve pool neuron is ui(n). If we assume that the
output dimension is L, the output is represented as a vector
y(n) � [y1(n), y2(n), . . . , yL(n)] as a whole. ,e connec-
tion weight matrix of the echo state network consists of
four parts: (1) input connection matrix Win � (win

ij ) with
dimensionN ×K, (2) internal connection matrix W � (wij)

with dimension N ×N of the reserve pool, (3) output
connection matrix Wout � (wout

ij ) with dimension
L×(K +N + L) , and (4) output feedback matrix Wback �

(wback
ij ) with dimension N × L. For the echo state network

used for iterative single-value prediction, the value of L is 1.
,e network topology of the echo state network is gen-
erated by the weight changes of neurons in the reserve pool.
,e status update expression and output expression of the
network are as follows [21]:

x(n) � f W
in

u(n) + Wx(n − 1) + W
back

y(n − 1) , (1)

y(n) � f
out

u(n), x(n), y(n − 1)W
out

  . (2)

In (1), f(∗ ) � [f1(∗ ), f2(∗ ), . . . , fN(∗ )] is the ex-
citation function of the internal module (usually the sigmoid
function). ,e elements of the internal connection matrix w

must be randomly selected within [− 1, 1], and the sparsity
must be between 1% and 10%. Moreover, in order to make
the model stable and convergent, the spectral radius of W
should be less than 1. In (2), [u(n), x(n), y(n − 1)] is a
composite vector composed of the input, the state corre-
sponding to the neurons in the internal reserve pool, and the
last network output. fout(∗ ) � [fout

1 (∗ ), fout
2 (∗ ),

. . . , fout
L (∗ )] is the output function, and the identity

function can be used. ,is can make the relationship be-
tween the matrix and the output a linear relationship, which
can be solved more conveniently using parameter optimi-
zation methods, as shown in Figure 1.

Considering the special case of time series prediction, the
output y (n − 1) at the previous moment can be merged into
the input u (n) at this moment. It can be seen that the output
information at the last moment has been fed back at this
moment. ,erefore, the output feedback is no longer con-
sidered in the structure, and the output function takes the
identity function. ,e pattern (1) and equation (2) can be
simplified as follows:

x(n) � f w
in

u(n) + Wx(n − 1) ,

y(n) � [u(n), x(n)]W
out

.
(3)

Consider the case where the output length is 1; at this
time, the dimension of Wout is (K+N) xl, and the form is
changed from a matrix to a vector. It can be seen from the
simplified formula that the nonlinear mapping between
input and output is mainly completed by the neuron
nonlinear activation function f(∗ ) � [f1(∗ ), f2(∗ ), . . . ,

fN(∗ )]. ,ere is a linear relationship between the state
vector x (n) and the output y (n). Writing in this way can
simplify the derivation of subsequent formulas, making it
easier for the identity output function to solve the model
using parameter optimization methods, and the entire
model needs to be calculated with only the output con-
nection vector Wout, which requires less calculation.

Bootstrap interval estimation method is often used to
solve the problem of small structure subsample test
evaluation and infer the distribution characteristics of a
certain statistic of data. It is suitable for some problems
such as parameter interval estimation that are difficult to
derive by conventional methods. ,e basic idea is to
perform resampling with replacement in the original
sample set Doriginal, and the sample set size obtained by
sampling remains unchanged. ,at is, it is assumed that
there are M samples in the original sample set, the sample
set obtained by sampling still has M samples, and the
probability of each sample being drawn is the same each
time, which is 1/M. ,e resulting sample set is called the
Bootstrap sample set. ,is extraction is repeated many
times to obtain B Bootstrap sample sets, which can be used
as the training set of multiple models. In the prediction,
multiple sets of model outputs can be obtained for the
same input, and the required statistics to be estimated can
be obtained.

Traditional Bootstrap interval estimation methods
mainly include three types: standard Bootstrap, percentile
Bootstrap, and t percentile Bootstrap.
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3.1. Standard Bootstrap. Standard Bootstrap assumes that a
sample with a capacity of M is randomly selected inde-
pendently from the original sample set Doriginal, and the
sample is replaced each time. According to the idea of
permutation and combination, there are at most MM
Bootstrap sample sets. By averaging the samples in each
sample set, the value obtained is also an estimated value of
the population mean, and the distribution of the sample
mean is the same as the distribution of the population mean.

We assume that y is the estimated value of y and that yb

represents the mean value of the b-th Bootstrap sample set.
,en, the mean and variance equations are

y �
1
B



B

b�1
yb, σy

2
�

1
B − 1



B

b�1
yb − y( 

2
.

⎧⎨

⎩ (4)

As a result, the confidence interval of the overall mean at
the confidence level of (1 − α)% is

y − u1− α/2σ
2
y, y + u1− α/2σ

2
y . (5)

Among them, u1− α/2 is the 1 − α/2 percentile of the
standard normal distribution.

3.2. Percentile Bootstrap. ,is method also requires Boot-
strap sampling to obtain B Bootstrap sample sets and ar-
range the sample mean values obtained from each sample set
in ascending order. It can get a set of Bootstrap sample
means yb(b � 1, 2, 3, . . . , B) with order.,en, the α/2-th and
1 − α/2-th points are the upper and lower limits of the
confidence interval of the statistics under the 1 − α% con-
fidence level; namely,

y
α
2

B , y 1 −
α
2

 B . (6)

3.3. T Percentile Bootstrap. ,is method is an improved
method for percentiles. Generally, this method can get a

more accurate confidence interval than the percentile
Bootstrap method. It assumes that B Bootstrap sample sets
are drawn, and the t statistic is calculated for the mean value
of each sample set, as shown in the following formula:

t
∗
b �

yb − y
������
Var(y)

 . (7)

It also assumes that y is the estimated value of y and that
yb represents the mean value of the b-th Bootstrap sample
set. It arranges the calculated mean values of each Bootstrap
sample set in order to obtain the ordered Bootstrap sample
set mean yb(b � 1, 2, 3, . . . , B). ,e corresponding t-statistic
sequence is t∗b (b � 1, 2, 3, . . . , B). When the significance level
is α, the α/2-th and 1 − α/2-th points are
[t∗((α/2)B), t∗(1 − (α/2))B], respectively, and the corre-
sponding confidence interval is

y − t
∗ α

2
B 

������

Var(y)



, y + t
∗ 1 −

α
2

 B

������

Var(y)



 . (8)

,e method proposed in this paper uses the Tpercentile
Bootstrap to refer to the predecessor’s processing of the
Bootstrap-based neural network interval prediction method
in constructing the interval type.

,e echo state network structure is simple, and most
parameters only need to be randomly initialized. However,
this also causes the shortcomings of the model’s large
randomness, the prediction effect is not stable enough, and
most networks do not provide prediction intervals when
making time series predictions. In view of the above
shortcomings, some scholars integrate the network and
make the model construct the prediction interval, which is
the ESN integration model based on Bootstrap. ,is method
finally achieved a better prediction effect. In summary, there
are two bases for building an ESN integration model based
on Bootstrap. One is the method idea of the baggingmethod.
,is method is a model integration method. ,e method is
applied to the ESN integration model based on Bootstrap as
explained below. ,e bagging method can effectively im-
prove the stability and accuracy of the model, being

Reserve pool (N
dimension)

K dimension input

L dimension output

Figure 1: Echo status network.
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especially suitable for input sensitive and random models,
such as neural networks. We introduce the ESN integration
model based on Bootstrap.

It can be seen from Figure 2 that the core of the model is
an integrated body composed of B ESNs. We select M
samples and first perform Bootstrap sampling on the
original sample set Doriginal � u(n), t(n){ }

M
i�1 composed of

noise data during the training process. We get a sample set
D� {D, D,...,D} consisting of B Bootstrap sample sets, with a
total of B×M samples. ,en, each sample subset corre-
sponds to training an echo state network unit,
Db � ub(n), tb(n) 

M

i�1 is the training set of the b-th echo
state network; ub (n) is the input of the b-th network; tb (n) is
the expected output value corresponding to the input of the
b-th network; yb (n) is a single network output value driven
by ub (n), which is also an estimate of y (n); and y (n) is the
output value of the network integration model. ,e relevant
expressions are summarized as follows:

xb(n) � f
b

w
in
b ub(n) + Wbxb(n − 1) , (9)

yb(n) � ub(n), xb(n) w
out
b , (10)

y(n) �
1
B



B

i�1
yb(n), (11)

σ2y(n) � E (y(n) − y(n))
2

  ≈
1

B − 1
(y(n) − y(n))

2
. (12)

Equations (9) and (10) are the input and output ex-
pressions of a single echo state network. Among them, xb (n)
is the state vector corresponding to the b-th echo state
network at any time,win

b is the input connection vector of the
b-th echo state network, Wb is the internal connection
matrix of the b-th echo state network, and wout

b is the internal
connectionmatrix of the b-th echo state network.,e output
connection matrix corresponding to the b echo state net-
works, fb(∗ ) � [fb

1(∗ ), fb
2(∗ ), . . . , fb

N(∗ )], is the re-
serve pool neuron activation function, all take the sigmoid
function. Equation (11) describes the relationship between
the true value estimate and the output value of each echo
state network. ,is is also the key to the application of the
bagging method; that is, the overall output of the model is
the average output of multiple networks. Equation (12) is the
expression of model randomness variance σ2

y
(n). If it is

assumed that the echo state network model is the correct
model behind the data, the randomness between the esti-
mated value and the true value can be approximated to the
randomness between the estimated value and the output of
each echo state network.

Although the existing Bootstrap-based ESN ensemble
model also has a good performance in the prediction effect,
the method of maximizing the marginal likelihood is used in
parameter estimation; instead of obtaining the parameters
from the posterior distribution of the parameters, the per-
formance of the estimated parameters is limited. ,rough
theoretical study, it is found that there is a parameter

estimation method that is more suitable for the model, that
is, the parameter estimation method of variational
reasoning.

When we set a training sample set, the maximum
likelihood estimation can give the optimal parameters under
a fixed likelihood distribution. However, when the sample
size is small or there are outliers in the sample set, overfitting
is easy to occur. ,e proposal of Bayesian estimation avoids
the overfitting problem in principle. Bayesian estimation not
only considers a single likelihood distribution, but also
considers the prior distribution of the parameters in the
model. ,e following specific expressions illustrate the
differences between the two. If Z is the model parameter set
and D is the training sample set, the following Bayesian
formula can be listed:

P(Z|D) �
P(D|Z)P(Z)

P(D)
. (13)

Solving themaximum likelihood estimation is essentially
solving the following optimal solution problem:

argmax
z

p(D|Z). (14)

It can be seen that the above formula does not consider
the prior distribution of the parameters, while the Bayesian
estimation considers the elements of the entire posterior
distribution. ,e expression for the maximum posterior
probability is

argmax
z

P(D|Z)P(Z)

P(D)
. (15)

Since P (D) is a constant, it is not necessary to consider P
(D) in the actual calculation, and only the product of the
likelihood probability and the prior distribution of the
parameter is used to solve the optimal value.

We assume that there is a Bayesian model in which each
parameter has a prior probability distribution. ,ese pa-
rameters can also have their own distribution parameters.
All parameters in the model are recorded as the set Z.
Similarly, denote the set of all observed samples as D. We
assume that there are n unknown parameters and m ob-
servation samples; parameters are independent of each
other; and samples are independent of each other. When the
parameter set and sample set are represented as
Z � z1, z2, . . . , zn  and D � d1, d2, . . . , dm , respectively,
the probability distribution of the model can be further
determined as P (D, Z). ,e goal is to find an approximation
to the posterior probability distribution P (Z|D) and the
evidence function P (D). According to Bayesian formula and
decomposing P (D), there is the following formula:

ln P(D) � ln
P(D, Z)

Q
∗
(Z)

− ln
P(Z|D)

Q
∗
(Z)

. (16)

Among them, Q∗(Z) is the joint probability distribution
of the parameters to be estimated. When both sides of the
equation are averaged for Q∗(Z), we can get
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 Q
∗
(Z)ln P(D)dZ �  Q

∗
(Z)ln

P(D, Z)

Q
∗
(Z)

dZ −  Q
∗
(Z)ln

P(Z|D)

Q
∗
(Z)

dZ � ln P(D). (17)

,e terms in the formula can be replaced by the fol-
lowing formula:

L(Q) �  Q
∗
(Z)ln

P(D, Z)

Q
∗
(Z)

dZ,

KL(Q P‖ ) � −  Q
∗
(Z)ln

P(Z|D)

Q
∗
(Z)

dZ.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(18)

,en, the following expression is obtained:

ln P(D) � L(Q) + KL(Q P‖ ), (19)

In the formula, L(Q) is called the lower variational bound,
and KL(Q‖P) is called the KL divergence, which represents
the degree of similarity between the distribution Q and the
distribution R, with the value being greater than zero. When
L(Q) is larger, KL(Q‖P) is smaller, and when KL(Q‖P)

reaches its minimum value, there is Q∗(Z) � P(Z|D). At

this time, the posterior distribution of the parameters can be
approximated by KL(Q‖P). According to the mean field
theory, the parameter distribution is divided into the fol-
lowing forms:

Q
∗
(Z) � 

n

i�1
Q
∗
i Zi( . (20)

Q∗i (Zi) is a certain type of distribution, such as normal
distribution and gamma distribution, and the parameter
distributions are independent of each other. ,e average
field theory is derived from physics. It is a method of col-
lectively processing the effects of objects in the environment
and replacing individual effects with average effects.
,rough this kind of thinking, complex problems can be
simplified. Below, by substituting (20) into L(Q), the fol-
lowing derivation process can be obtained:

L(Q) �  
i

Q
∗
i Zi(  ln P(D, Z) − 

i

ln Q
∗
i Zi( 

⎧⎨

⎩

⎫⎬

⎭dZ

�  Q
∗
i Zi(  ln P(D, Z) − 

i≠ j

Q
∗
i Zi( dZi

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎬

⎪⎭
dZi −  Q

∗
i Zi( ln Q

∗
j Zj dZj

�  Q
∗
i Zi( ln P(D, Z)dZj −  Q

∗
j Zj ln Q

∗
i Zi( dZj + const.

(21)

Boot strap samplingOriginal
Data set D

D1 D2 D3

∑ ∑

σ2
γ γ (n)

Figure 2: ESN integration model based on Bootstrap.
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Among them, const is a constant term, and P(D, Z) is a
newly defined distribution, which represents the result
distribution of integrating other parameters except Z in the
joint probability distribution P(D, Z). ,e expression is
written as follows:

ln P(D, Z) � Ei≠j[ln P(D, Z)] + const. (22)

Among them, Ei≠j[. . .] means that P (D, Z) integrates
the parameters of all Z (i≠ j), which is the expectation, which
is specifically expressed as

Ei≠j[ln P(D, Z)] �  ln P(D, Z) 
i≠ j

Q
∗
i Zi( dZi. (23)

It can be seen in (21) that L(Q) is the negative value of
the KL divergence between Q∗j (Zj) and P(D, Zj). ,erefore,
maximizing L (Q) is equivalent to minimizing KL diver-
gence. ,e smaller the KL divergence, the closer the two
distributions are. Note that there is only parameter Zj in the
distribution on the left side of (22).,e general expression of
Q∗j (Zj) can be obtained as follows:

ln Q
∗
j Zj  � Ei≠j[ln P(D, Z)] + const. (24)

In the formula, Ei≠j[ln P(D, Z)] can be derived from the
joint probability distribution of each parameter, then the
distribution form of Q∗j (Zj) is determined according to the
form of the derivation result, and then the corresponding
iterative formula is obtained through coefficient equivalence.

4. Computerized Intelligent Accounting System
Based on Big Data Technology

,e design goal of the enterprise accounting budget man-
agement system is that the system can efficiently complete
the enterprise cost budget accounting work after the design
is completed and ensure the normal and stable progress of
the enterprise cost budget accounting work. ,is article
combines big data technology to build a computerized in-
telligent accounting system based on big data technology, as
shown in Figure 3.

,e system structure diagram is shown as in Figure 4.
It can be seen from Figure 4 that the enterprise ac-

counting management system is mainly divided into three
levels, namely, the view layer, the logic layer, and the da-
tabase layer.

,e mechanism diagram of the system is shown in
Figure 5.

In the enterprise accounting management system, be-
cause there are so many attributes of all entities, only a part
of it is shown in the E-R diagram. According to the business
process, the E-R diagram between each entity can be ob-
tained, as shown in Figure 6.

Real-time accounting information system analysis is
embodied in the processing of data. For real-time in-
formation system construction, it is the study of real-time
database construction. After the data is stored in the
database, the database is further divided into a model
library, a knowledge base, and a method library. At the

Finance
department

Finance
department

Finance
department

Internet

Enterprise accounting management
systems are deployed on this server

Disk arrays
3U

2U
System
server

Tape
library

Router

Firewall

System
manager Leader Finance

department

Network topology diagram of enterprise accounting management present system

Figure 3: Computerized intelligent accounting system based on big data technology.
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same time, a series of data processing rules and stan-
dardized procedures are set for data extraction, trans-
formation, and loading processing, which are loaded into
the metadata database and data warehouse. Furthermore,

when the system output interface has relevant command
requirements, certain data analysis is performed to obtain
the required view. ,e real-time database model is shown
in Figure 7.
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In order to rationally allocate corporate resources,
optimize business processes, and reduce human resource
costs, its profound connotation lies in the use of network
and computer technology to centralize management,
optimize configuration, and monitor feedback to realize
data sharing and gradually realize the reform of enter-
prise information system processes. After the above
logical design is completed, it is necessary to design the
physical storage process of the data, that is, the actual
application of the above process, which will not be de-
scribed here. ,e final construction system is shown in
Figure 8.

After constructing the above accounting information
system, this paper conducts performance verification of the
system. Moreover, this article combines the accounting
requirements under the background of big data to analyze
the system performance. In addition, this paper conducts
data mining through multiple sets of data from a certain
company, conducts intelligent accounting to calculate the
effects of data mining and intelligent accounting, and
evaluates them, and the test results shown in Table 1 and
Figure 9 are obtained.

,rough the above experimental research, it can be
verified that the computerized intelligent accounting system
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Table 1: Performance statistics of the computerized intelligent accounting system based on big data analysis.

No. Data mining Smart accounting No. Data mining Smart accounting No. Data mining Smart accounting
1 89.02 89.29 23 96.34 85.74 44 93.76 79.48
2 96.45 89.56 24 90.21 83.36 45 93.16 87.05
3 96.78 79.02 25 94.55 82.22 46 91.12 89.31
4 92.75 86.04 26 95.84 87.27 47 90.04 84.61
5 94.32 89.74 27 93.98 90.79 48 89.47 84.07
6 91.46 84.60 28 92.67 87.88 49 95.02 89.98
7 96.70 88.04 29 94.32 85.93 50 96.03 84.13
8 90.83 88.87 30 89.27 89.17 51 94.94 84.25
9 94.66 85.64 31 92.57 81.79 52 91.92 79.25
10 93.02 85.88 32 95.00 87.25 53 93.33 82.07
11 94.65 86.72 33 94.85 84.83 54 91.17 85.12
12 92.74 88.20 34 94.10 81.43 55 91.35 85.26
13 96.23 84.23 35 91.85 88.30 56 89.81 83.56
14 88.96 86.47 36 91.07 84.53 57 93.84 84.47
15 89.99 80.85 37 96.45 86.46 58 93.47 88.16
16 90.97 80.15 38 94.44 87.18 59 90.67 81.74
17 93.36 85.85 39 88.60 80.73 60 88.15 86.73
18 95.65 79.50 40 92.05 84.98 61 90.37 81.44
19 89.25 87.48 41 93.07 83.76 62 88.87 85.27
20 93.40 87.14 42 96.45 87.91 63 92.68 85.75
21 91.13 87.37 43 89.98 81.67 64 93.88 90.69
22 91.97 79.52
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based on big data technology constructed in this article has a
certain effect.

5. Conclusion

Because the financial informatization system and business
informatization system are generally constructed in batches
and by departments and there is also a lack of unified
strategic planning during the construction, most enter-
prises’ financial informatization and business informati-
zation are in a state of disconnected systemic management.
At the same time, the issue of corporate “information is-
lands” has also emerged. During the promotion of man-
agement accounting, due to the lack of support from a
unified information system, the integration of business and
finance has become an empty talk, and the manual man-
agement model has made it difficult for management ac-
counting tools to exert their value. With the continuous
development of enterprises, business and financial conflicts
and contradictions have become increasingly prominent.
Moreover, the business always ignores the company’s fi-
nancial system regulations for various reasons and goes
beyond the company’s system and financial discipline in
daily business activities. Finance, of course, always carries
the banner of internal risk control, uses excessive super-
vision powers to prevent audit and supervision risks, and
dictates specific business activities, which makes it difficult
to implement some special businesses and even causes
companies to miss development opportunities. ,is article
combines the big data technology to construct the ac-
counting computerization system, obtains the scientific
and effective accounting information processing results
through intelligent big data processing, and improves the
accounting management efficiency on this basis. ,e ex-
perimental research results show that the computerized
intelligent accounting system based on big data technology
constructed in this paper has a certain effect.
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